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SELECTION OF INELASTIC INTERACTIONS 
WITH SECONDARY FAST DEUTERON 

Inelastic d+ C 3H8 ~ d~ + interactions* with fast se-
condary deuteron have been studied using a 2m propane bubble 
chamber (High Energy Laboratory, JINR) at Pd~ 4.6, 8.2 and 
10 GeV/c. 

The pictures obtained were scanned for events of all multi
plicities with positive particles emitted at any gngle and 
having momentum Pd/2. The track length,1, of these particles 
was larger than €urn which provided a relative error of :5;t5% 
in measuring momentum (fig. I). The one-step scanning efficien-
cy of such events for aiTPd was (85-90)%. After the tracks 
of fast particles (fast particles are referred to as those 
with P> Pd/2 ) had been measured on semiautomatic devices and 
calculated using the geometric program 1-6 It/, their momentum 
spectra were constructed (fig.2). In the figuTe one can observe 
a stripping part of the spectr'llm at each Pd , where the fast 
particle is a proton. Next are the region of inelastic d+C3}\ .... d + ... 
interactions, where deuterons are-mainly produced (the super
stripping region denoted by the dotted line), and the region 

d 

Fig.l. Schematic view of the 
events selected. 

of elastic interactions. 
The mean relative error in 
measuring fast particle 
momenta was (7-9)%. 

The free path of posi
tive particles from the 
superstripping region has

1 
I 

been determined in paper 2, 

Of the.se particles the 
frac-tion of deuterons is 
equal to (100 ± 2~) %. · 

The number of cumulative 
protons in the superstrip-
ping region was estimated 
at Pd= 4.6 GeV/c. We used 

* d' is used to denote secondary deuteron in distinction to 
primary one. 
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Fig.2. Momentum distributions of fast positive 
particles at different Ptl with a step of 0.4 GeV/c. 
In the figure is presented only the high-energy part 
of the stripping spectrum. The dotted lines and 
figures on the momenta axis are limits between 
the momentum regions. 

the data of paper/3/ devoted to studies of cumulative proton 
production in dp interactions at Pd"" 3.33 CeV/c using 
chamber technique. If one assumes that the production cr·oss 
sections of cumulative protons coincide at Pd:: 3.33 and 
4.6 GeV/c, their fraction among the particles in the super
stripping region is 17%. In electronics experiments /4,5,, where 
dC interactions were investigated at Pd= 3.5 and 6.3 GeV/c 
and posi.tive particles were detected in superstripping~momen
tum regions at angles of 2.5° and 6°, respectively, the frac
tion of protons was <10%. 

Boundary momentum values between stripping and superstripp
ing regions at different Pd were chosen so that the contami
nation of stripping protons in the particles from the super
stripping momentum region did not exceeB 10%. Data on measuring: 
errors of the stripping protons, taking their length into ac
count, were obtained from the distributions of primary prptons 
at Pd "" 4. 1 and 5 GeV I c. The momentum spread of protons due 
to Fermi-motion inside deuterons was small/7/. The chosen boun
dary values were somewhat larger than T = 0.02 GeV ( T is the 
kinetic energy of secondary protons in the d rest system) cor
responding to the transitional value of T from stripplng to 
cumulative protons/3,7/. Thus, at the chosen boundary momentum 
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values the contamination of stripping protons was 6% at Pd
~4.6 GeV/c, 6% at Pd ~ 8.2 GeV/c and 4% at Pd•IO GeV/c. 

The boundaries between the regions of inelastic and elastic 
interactions are values of P d' in reactions dp...., d~p" 
with one rr -meson production at corresponding Pd . 

After choosing the boundaries of superstripping regions, all 
events having fast particle in this momentum region were comp
letely treated. 

Inelastic interactions in a propane chamber look as one
and two-prong events. One can observe two-prong events only 
in the case when the recoil proton has a momentum of> 160 MeV. 
According to the kinematics of elastic dp events, this cor
responds to a fast deuteron emission angle of~ 2.5°for Pd= 
• 4.6 GeV/c, ;:.1.5° for Pd-8.2 GeV/c and ;:.1.3° for Pd~IO GeV/c .. 
The larger Pd the larger the number of one-prong events has 
a small emission angle of fast particle, and, consequently, 
the larger losses of elastic events (see.fig.2). Using the 
relations obtained from the kinematics of e~astic dp events, 
the elastic interactions observed in the superstripping re
gion due to measurement errors were selected and rejected. 
After this cleaning, in inelastic interactions there remained 
the class of nonidentified events the contamination of which 
was <10%. As will be seen later on, the admixture of elastic 
events estimated by analysing the effective dp mass distribu
tion (fig.Sa) at Pd. 8.2 and 10 GeV/c is -8%. 

Thus, in the chosen superstripping momenta region there 
are mainly secondary deuterons produced in d + C3 H8 inelastic 
interactions. The contamination of stripping and ~umulative 
protons is from 10 to 20%, and that of deuterons from elastic 
events is <to%. 

Figure 3 presents the momentum distributions of negative and 
positive particles produced in inelastic interactions. These 
distributions do not contain the fast deuteron. Positive par
ticles are denoted by the solid histogram; negative ones, by 
the dotted line. 

A possible identification of positive particles has been 
made. To identify slow particles, momentum-range and momentum
ionization relations were used. The particles from the region 
of momenta from (0.7-0.8) GeV/c to Pmax(n-)•Plim remained 
nonidentified, and the particles having P+ > Plim were 
classified as protons ( P11m are shown in fig.3 by arrows). 

PROPERTIES OF INELASTIC INTERACTIONS WITH FAST DEUTERON 
AS A FUNCTION OF Pd 

Table 1 presents some characteristics 
tions with fast proton as a function of 

of inelastic interac-
pd and of the type 
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of events. The number 
of interactions under 
study at each Pd is shown 
in the first column of 
the table. The events 
were divided into dp 
and dC using the conven
tional criteria applied 
in a propane chamber .f9/, 
Deuteron interactions 
on free protons (dp') and 
on quasi-free protons 
(dPcl were classified 
as dp events.. The re
maining events were at
tributed to the type of 
dC interactions. One-

p (GeV/c) prong events and, in 
L_J-..:lJ:i•3~-"'!.~-J5~L-- pa-rt, interac-tions with 

nonidentified particles 
were classified as(dp-d~ 
events. 

Fig.3. Momentum distributions 
of secondary positive (solid 
histograms) and negative 
(dotted line) particles. The 
values of Plim are denoted 
by arrows. The dashed area 
is the momentum distribution 
of particles 2. 

As is seen from the 
table, secondary deute
rons fly out at small 
angles with respect to 
the direction of the 
primary track, and ave
ra!'e space angle 8 d 'd 
decreases with increasing 
Pd. The average multi
plicity of charged par
ticles and the number 
of "-'-mesons per inter
action increase with 
increasing P d more in dC 

than in ~ interactions. Within errors, the average transverse momenta of secondary deuterons are independent of Pd and of 
associative event multiplicity and coincide with'the average 
transverse momentum of "- -mesons at P d= 8.2 and IO GeV/c. 
Within errors, the average value of momentum transfer from 
primary to secondary deuteron does not depend on P d and is equal to (0.58 ± 0.02) (GeV/c)2. The table presents the cross 
sections of inelastic processes with secondary deuteron emis
sion in the superstripping regions. These cross sections rise 
with increasing Pd.However, the cross sections should be de-
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Table I 

P Q.eV/o TTIIO o~ 
Nch o~d'. p.l (d') iPII ±~pll 

u mb 
(DWtber of 1nteraot1on : N- P.l(,-) 

<4C:f18 ~ d + ... ennta) " 
dp 2,I6;t(l,II o,oe...o. os 

4,6 
dC 3,IO;t(),I9 O,SSzO,IO 5"30 o.~.os 0,24±Q,03 3,7IJ;0,29 24j;4 

(57) 2,35zP,I3 O,I2J;O,OS (S,IJ-4,0) GeV/o 
I 

8,2 dp 2,50;t(),09 0,29z0,05 55;!:.5 

(!74) dC 4,3IJ;0,2I 0,54i!),09 2°50 0,28±,0,02 0,26;tQ,03 6,80±,0,59 (5,0..7 ,4) GeV/o 

I 
2,87J;O,II 0,32~,04 

. 

IO dp 2,34:Q,09 O,I7J;0,04 85;!:. 7 

(11111) dC' 3,~,18 0,82,tQ,09 20Zo 0,30±0,02 0,3IJ;0,03 8,32,±0, ?0 (6,2-9) GeV/o 

2,97J;O,II 0,47;!>,05 
I 
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P per 
nucleon 

2.3 GeV/c 

4. I GeV/c 

P per 
nucleon 

2.3 GeV/c 

4.1 GeV/c 

2.35+0.13 

2.87+0.11 

Table 2 

3.2+0.06 

3.81+0.08 

N _ interaction 

2.38+0.07 

2.70+0.11 

----·--------!!-----------------------

0. 12+0.03 

0.32+0.04 

. 191 [p +(C:c3_H::;8 )_l+_[_n_+_(C..::f1::..::;8)] 
d+(C3~) -- 2 

0.34+0.09 

0.51+0.02 

0.23+0.03 

0.38+0.03 

creased by (10-20)% keeping in mind the above~entioned con
tamination of protons. To determine the cross sections, C9r
rections are introduced taking into account the loss of events 
with fast track length <Clim (fig. I) and the scanning effi
ciency. The errors presented are-statistical. 

The differential cross sections of deuteron production in 
the superstripping momenta region have been measured in dp I I 
and dC interactions at an angle of 6° for Pd-4.3 and 8.9 GeV/c? 
Using our data, it has been found that the cross section de
creases by a factor of -I .3 with increasing Pd from 4.6 to 
8.9 GeV/c at (5-7)0 which agrees with pape /s/. 

For comparison with our data, Table 2 gives the average 
multiplicities of charged particles and the number of "--me
sons per interaction for all deuteron-propane and nucleon
propane collisions at the same momenta of primary particles 
per nucleon. 

ENHANCEMENT OF THE d'p EFFECTIVE MASS DISTRIBUTION 
The effective mass distribution of d;p combinations at dif

ferent Pd was plotted for inelastic interactions with fast 
deuteron production (fig.4). In addition to identified protons, 
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Fig.S. Effective mass d'p distributions at different Pd 
(the figures are described in the text). 
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the distribution contained protons of the group of nonidenti
fied rr+/p particles treated as follows: assuming that all 
positive particles in the event, except the deuteron, were 
protons, the M(d'p) distribution was plotted, and the M(d'p) 
distribution plotted for d'rr-' combinations was subtracted 
from it when the proton mass was assigned to the rr-'-meson. 
If one-assumes that the momentum and angular distributiens of 
rr-=-and rr+ -mesons coincide, the difference of the above dis
tributions gives the M(d'p) distribution for real protons. 
The effective mass spectrum was compared to the background 
distribution from phase space. Reactions dN ~ d'N (krr), k=1,2.3 
were generated, whereupon the events having secondary deuteron 
momentum within the same limits as in the experiment were se
lected, and the d .. N effective mass was plotted for them. 

The experimental histograms are best described if the back
ground curve contains 90% events of the dN-+ d .. N 17 reaction 
and 10% events of the dN ... d .. N2rr reaction. (The solid curves 
in all figures are normalized to the total number of combina
tions in the experimental histograms). One can observe a good 
agreement of the background curves with the experimental 
distributions at all Pd on the right side of the effective 
mass spectrum. The mass value corresponding to the distribu
tion maximum increases with increasing Pd in this part of 
the spectrum. In an effective .mass range of (2.8-3) GeV at 
all Pd one can observe a peak which is not described by the 
background generated for dN interactions. In fig.Sa is plotted 
the summary M(d'p) distribution with a step of 0.2 GeV from 
the events produced by deuterons having Pd • 8. 2 and I 0 GeV I c. 
A statistical error is indicated in the region M(d .. p) = 
•·(2.8-2) GeV. The background curve is drawn in the above 
manner. Figure Sb presents the summary M(d'p) distribution 
with a step of 0.05 GeV only in the region of effective masses 
(2.8-3) GeV for Pd. 4.6, 8.2 and· 10 GeV/c. The average mass 
value in the distribution peak is equal to 2.90 GeV (which 
is- 70 MeV larger than the sum of the d and p masses), and the 
total peak width is ~100 MeV. 

The type of events having d~ effective mass within 
(2.8-3) GeV has been studied. The peak in this region of ef
fective masses is generated by two fast particles. As we have 
determined previously, one of them is a deuteron (identified 
as 1) and another is a positive particle having momentum equal, 
on average, to 0.5 pd .. (it is designated as particle 2· ,see 
fig.6b). The momentum distribution of particles 2,identified 
as protons, is presented in fig.3 (the dashed part of the dis
tribution). Knowing that the peak in the effective mass spect
rum in a range of (2.8-3) GeV is generated by two fast par-
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N a) 

10 

5 

ticles I and 2, an addi
tional selection of si
~ilar events has been 
made at Pd. 8.2 ,GeV/c. 
The effective mass ~istri
bution of particles i 
and 2 in these regions 
is shown in fig.Sb (dashed 
part). The distributions 
presented previously do 
not contain these events. 

It has been found that 
the intaractinns having 
MerC<I'P) = (2.8-3) GeV 
contain dn (32%), dC' 
(36%) and ~ (32%) events. 

~~----~----~---aL-~~.~'"•"- Since in the carbon nuc-i!,S 3,0 4,8 M (clp) GeV leus the number of inter-

b) 

actions on quasi-free 
protons and neutrons 
should be equal, all dp 
events of the peak are r---------------------------------, interactions on quasi
free protons. Consequent
lY., all int'eractions 
having M(d'p )..(2. 8-3)GeV 
occur on the carbon nuc
leus. Figure 6a presents 
the M(d'p-) distribution 

Fig,6. a) Effective mass distribu
tion of deuterons with identified 
protons in dC events for Pd=8.2 
and 10 GeV/c, The background curve 
is plotted for dN interactions. 
b) Schematic view of the events 
having the d'p effective mass at 
(2,8-3) GeV, 

so that the nucleus wave function 
for their explanation. 

for Pd = 8. 2 and 10 GeV/c 
only for dC events (dn{;+dC '). 
Most dC interactions 
(80%) are similar to those 
occurring on free nucle
ons as M er(d 'p) from these 
events is well described 
by the background gene
rated for dN interactions. 
The remaining dC interac-
tions having M(d'p) = 
=(2.8-3) GeV (-20%) occur 

should be taken into account 
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IDENTIFICATION OF PARTICLES WHICH GENERATE 
M(d'p) • (2.8-3) GEV 

In order to prove that correct masses are assigned to par
ticles 1 and 2, their additional identification has been made. 
To determine a possible contamination of rr+ -mesons in the group 
of particles 2, the momentum distributions of rr-mesons were 
considered in the dN ..... d"N2" reaction at Pd""~L2 and 10 GeV/c 
generated as described above (fig.7a). The reaction with the 
production of precisely two rr-mesons was choSen since par
ticle 2 assumed to be a rr-meson was added to the rr -meson. 
already available in the interaction. One can see from the 
distribution that the production of n-mesons ~aving P 71 >Pum 
is kinematically allowed in the dN ..... d'N 2 17 reaction. As-
suming that these rr -mesons ( TT -mesons having P>Pum ) are 
protons, the dp effective mass spectrum is plotted (fig.7b). 
As is seen from the figure, in the region of effective masses 
(2.8-3) GeV there are only 10% of all d'p combinations. The 
spread of the " -meson spectrum due to the interaction on 
quasi-free nucleons (mean Fermi-momentum is taken to be 
0.25 GeV/c) results in increasing the contamination of "-me
sons by a factor of 1. 5. Thus, the contamination of "+-me
sons in the group of particles 2 is no more than 15% both for 
Pd = 8.2 GeV/c and for Pd = 10 GeV/c. 

N a) 

D 

N 

60 

~D P,.CGeV/c) 

b) 

Fig. 7. a) Distribution of " -mesons in the dN ...... d'N2n', reaction 
at Pd=10 GeV/c generated by phase space with further selec
tion by secondary deuteron momentum, b) d'p effective mass 
spectrum assuming that TT -mesons having P"> 2 GeV/c are pro
tons. 
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Fig.8. Densities of tJ -electrons 
D (em -l ) as a function of "-me-
son, proton and deuteron momenta 
in propane. 

The next method of 
particles identifica
tion is their statisti
cal mass classification 
versus the density of 
0 -electrons (D) having 

E8-.. EO. on .the par-" mtn 
ticle tracks. The theo-
retical curves (fig.8) 
are graduated with res
pect to the density of 
0 -electrons having 
E 8 ~ 1 MeV on the tracks 
of beam deuterons for 
Pd=8.2 GeV/c and of 
beam protons for P d = 
~3.8 GeV/c (points A). 
Using the same crite
ria, the density of a
electrons was measured 
on the tracks of par-ticles I and 2 continued to the second part of the 2m propane bubble chamber. The values of D obtained for the tracks of particles I and 2 are given in fig.7 together with its statistical errors. The chosen value of D corresponds to the ave

r~ge momentum value over the whole group of particles l or 2. 
N"- Nexp VN exp According to the formulae R,. ------ and t..R-----N"-N"" N"-N"" • 

presented in paper Ito/, the fraction of deuterons, Rd. was determined in the group of particles 1 ( N ~ and N ~, are the values of D for protons and deuterons, respectively) and the fraction of protons, Rp, in the group of particles 2 ( N' and Noare the values of D for "-mesons and protons). It was found that Rd = 1± &. 4 and Rp~0.90 ± 0.15. 
Further the method was used to find free paths in the groups of particles I and 2 which also made it possible to estimate the particle composition in these groups/2/.on the tracks of particles I and 2 continued to the second part of the chamber, secondary interactions were selected. Knowing average potential length L and the number of secondary interactions in the groups of particles I and 2, we determined the fraction of deuterons, ad, in the group of particles I and the fraction of protons, ap • in the group of particles 2. In this case we used known free paths for deuterons (Ld~ 80 em), protons 
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lt > 0,35 
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e·rd.C• )J 
Fig.9. Momentum and angular distributions of fast 
positive particles produced in the interactions of 
particles I with propane and schematic view of these 
interactions. 

(Lp • 125 em) and rr-mesons ( Lrr• 165 em) in propanef2.11/.Due 

to insufficient statistics, we obtained the values of a with 
large errors: ad= 0. 78+0.30 and ap• 0.60+0.46. 

1 

An attempt was made to identify particles 1 by momentum 
and angular distributions of secondary positive particles 
produced by particles I (fig.9). In the momentum spectrum of 

secondary particles some number of tracks having ~ > 0.35 
was observed which are likely to be stripping protons from 
deuteron disintegration. Their angular distribution is similar 
to that of stripping particles. However, due to insufficient 
statistics for secondary interactions, it is difficult to draw 
a conclusion of the number of deuterons in the g~oup of par
ticles I. Despite the fact that each afore-described method of 
statistical particle identification by mass gives a large : 
error, they ail taken together support the following conclusion 
draWn previously: group l ·particles ·are deuterons and group 2 
particles are protons. 
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Table 3 

Events having Merr(d'p)= (2c8-3) GeV 

GeV/c - ' LP,. ±ID, M(d'p) pd ·Ncb N- ed'p <T(mb) 
" 

4.6 3.01+0.3. 0.41+0.09 4.58+0.34 20" 2.91 2+1 - - - -
( 10) 

8.2 3.80+0.19 0.65+0.10 9.02+0.65 9.5 2.88 5+1. 5 - - -(20) 

10 3.35+0.22 0. 71+0.13 10.90+0.87 70 2.90 8+2. 5 -( 17) - - -

Decreasing the contamination of ~rotons in the group of 
particles I can be achieved by increasing limiting momenta 
between the stripping and superstripping regions. However, 
such a procedure decreases the number of events in the peak 
thus decreasing the total number of inelastic events to the 
same degree. The previous limiting momenta were left but an 
additional error (-15%) was introduced to the cross sections 
due to the some uncertainty in identification (Table 3). 
Table 3 presents the characteristics of the events having ef-
fective mass M(d'p) in a range of (2.8-3) GeV as a func-
tion of Pd. From the table one can see that despite large 
errors, the production cross section of such events is likely 
to rise with increasing Pd and is(l-2)% of the inelastic dC 
cross section. Within the errors, the average effective mass 
co~esponding to the distribution peak is independent of Pd 
( Ll.M = 25 MeV). The space angle between the deuteron and the 
proton decreases with increasing Pd (see Table 3). 

Figure 10 presents the distribution of the sums of the 
longitudinal momenta for charged particles in each event(~~) 
at different Pd (the dashed events have M(d'p)• (2.8-3) GeV). 
Unlike all interactions (Table I), the average values of LP 
in the events having M(d'P)= (2.8-3) GeV at Pd=8.2 and 10 d~v/c 
(Table 3) exceed the corresponding primary deuteron momenta, 
Pd. by more than one error. The error in measuring :I P

11 

was calculated as V:IAP~.In order to clarify whether errors in 
particle momenta lead to the excess obtained experimentally, 
some estimates were made. Knowing the error, 6.2P

11 
,and using 
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Fig.IO. Distribution of the sums of the longitudinal 
momenta for charged particles in the events at diffe
rent Pd. 

the probability integral, the number of events was determined 
having l P

11 
larger than the chosen value of P' due to the 

measurement errors. The difference of the observed number of 
interactions having lP" > p~ from that explained by the mea-
surement errors is within a two-fold error ( 6= 7 ± 4 for Pd""' 
=8.2 GeV/c and 11=10.:':_5 for Pd=IO GeV/c). 

The available statistics does not allow one to draw a con
clusion of the presence of physics effect. 

CONCLUSION 

The d+C H 8 ~d'+ ... interactions at Pda 4.6, 8.2 and 10 GeV/c 
with fast Seuteron production represent collisions with momen-

1 

tum transfer from the primary to the secondary deuteron inde
pendent of Pd and having an average value of 0.58+0.02(GeV/cl 
Within the errors~ the multiplicity of charged particles in 
these events coincide with that of all N + C3H8 interactions 
haviflg the same primary particle momentum per nucleon (Table 2). 
The peak·having an average mass of 2.90 GeV and a width of 
-100 MeV is observed in the effective mass distributions of dp 
combinations for all Pd. 

Despite large errors, the obtained production cross sections 
of the ev~nts in the peak region are likely to show evidence 
for their rise with increasing Pd . 
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The events with fast secondary deuteron having M(d "p) = 

=( 2.8-3)GeV are nucleus-nucleus interactions. One can observe 
(1-2)% such interactions of all inelastic dC events.They are 
not described by the background generated for deuteron inter
actions on free nucleons. To study the nature of the effect 
observed, statistics should be increased. 
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